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My script font

10/17/05 8:30PMFontsFreeTopWeb postingThis image was lost some time after publication. Good free fonts are hard to find. Run a Google search and you'll find there's only more junk than it's probably worth time to stretch. To this end, Lifehacker reader Datali Friedman informed us of a large list of free
fonts. So I decided to create the best official fonts without 20 licenses, which are likely to be used for official, serious presentations (such as business sites) than the colorful homepage of a teenager. This image was lost some time after publication, but you can still see it here. Website TypeNow offers a
very cool selection of free themed fonts from your favorite movies, TV shows, musicians, video games and more. The choice of fonts is actually impressively large, offering over 300 free fonts in all. These fonts can certainly be more convenient in case you've ever wanted to assemble a thematic party,
website, newsletter, etc. TypeNow Thematic Fonts [TypeNow.net] This tutorial will show you a technique for developing your own expressive, playful, hand-drawn type. You will be guided by generating ideas and character design and will give you tips on how to manage space to create balance and
harmony of your creations. I used to spend too many hours digging through font lists, desperately trying to find the right one, but nothing came across in place. Eventually, I realized it might be a good idea if I started reaching out to my pen and pad to design my own solutions, rather than anchoring myself
on these nightmare lists of indecision. Getting to know the tent and outside the characters and trying to capture the mood you want to convey with typography is a handy set of skills. Yes, this requires practice, but every time you try, you will learn a whole bunch of new things. Black Friday deals: see all the
best deals right now! For example, designing your own type really helps you appreciate how subtle differences can have a great overall effect and how the wrong type selection can really blunt your concept. This tutorial will help you start by creating your own fonts. Over the next three pages, I will share
with you a technique and process that I have developed over the years. First, you will need to get your materials in order. Nothing special: just A3 tracking paper, pencil 2H, fine lining, good rubber, sharpener, ruler and a little tape masking. Let's start.1 Learning fonts Start by getting acquainted with the
characters in fonts. Open a program like Adobe InDesign or Illustrator and type the alphabet into several favorites. Find out why you like them and what sequences and inconsistencies are obvious. The your sketch book and start experimenting freely with different fonts. Start by drawing some characters
from the favorites list; Like As build confidence, start adding your own. There is no right or wrong at this stage, so just play.3 Sketch freeYou need to be confident enough to use a concept to help you connect all the sketching together. Here we create a basic typography for a fictional tattoo parlor called
Pound for flesh. You can use the Loosesketreference file.jpg for inspiration.4 Two times you're pleased with a loose sketch, it's time to start a larger, more focused version. Take two free sheets of tracing paper and align them on top of each other. Use tape masking tape to smooth them, folding it over the
top.5 Draw guides on the bottom sheet, start marking some guides so that you can place your characters exactly. Divide the page by its width and length to find the central point of the paper. From this point, draw the lines along the entire width of 4 cm increments, as shown here.6 Simple rules The first
word has six characters that we will scatter evenly at the top. However, we need to establish several rules. For example, o and n should be wider than d, you and s. Aim for about 1cm for the width of the stems of u (noted in the image).7 Sketch symbolsThis step requires little experience and error. Start by
sketching your characters, taking care to reflect the spacing along the entire width of the page and between each character, as well as their height. Do not try to be accurate: just feel for the drawing and distance.8 Enter sequenceTrack, make some small changes to some of the characters to enter
consistency. Pay attention to o here, which now has vertical tension from the center. Study your characters, check each one to see where the sequence can be included.9 Draw oOnce are pleased with how your first word works, it's time to move on to the next one. In our example, this is about. I started by
drawing the central part of my page, which fills a space that is about 2.5x2.5cm in size. Then I went off and equals both sides. Note that you will need to take into account spurs of o and serifs on r when doing this.10 Connect tapeTime to add some decoration. Place two stars evenly from f and r, and then
begin to cope with the shape of the tape. Give for some breathable room and make sure that you are equally width and height through the four sections: the front, the shell and the edges.11 Flesh that outwardsHome let's move on to flesh. Measure the width of the pound by adding vertical guides aligned to
the P stem and the end of the s to be used as the starting and end point. Then create a baseline by drawing a guide 1 cm above the lowest guide already in place.12 Balance is looking for flesh, trying to balance between each stationery. Most of these characters (each 5.5 cm wide) are made of the same
parts. The stems are 1.5 cm wide, with a line set 5 mm to the left. I have marked more consistencies to consider.13 Describe the curveTaxo letter will be the hardest – the other characters are so right that it will stand out like an unshakable thumb, throwing out the balance of the word. Keep the curve of s at
1.5 cm in the center so that it matches the stems in the remaining symbols.14 Finesse itAfter you are happy, it is time to use the top sheet of paper tracking that you had previously attached to add finesse to your drawing. That must be the fun part. Remember that you can replace the paper if you need to
start over, because you think you can do better.15 Ink upWhen you have finished the top sheet, it is time to use it as a template for inking a final version. Remove the bottom sheet from tracing paper and place a new sheet on top, gluing it with a patch. Start tracking your outlines with a pen.16 Add the
contour effects ready, let's fill them out. Instead of claiming them black, you may want to try out some effects. I experimented with creating the illusion of light with a bump or making strokes that fade when passing into the light.17 Experiment Don't be afraid to experiment: you can easily replace the top, so
you don't have to start again from scratch. I messed up the Flesh, made the lines too thick and created a dumb hit, so I started with a new sheet. When you're done, it's time to scan it in.18 Open FilesScan at high marks and open the files in Photoshop. If, like me, you only have an A4 scanner, stitch both
parts together and select Image settings &gt; &gt; levels. Tweak the sliders so that black people darken and white becomes brighter, creating more contrast.19 MagicNow photoshop choose Select &gt; Color Range. Click on the highlighted area and click OK. Then you need to create a new layer by
keeping the pelvis selection around the object. Press Shift+Delete. Select a color you like and click &amp;quot;Return&quot;. Now you have a free object that you can use as you wish. For more information about type terms and tips, see What is typography? and the best free fonts posts on our sister site
Creative Bloq. Here at Creative Bloq, we are big fans of typography and are constantly on the hunt for new and exciting fonts – especially free fonts. So if you need a font for your latest design or just want to keep a collection so you're prepared, we may be able to help you. Every day we run Font of the
Day, where we will publish the best free and paid fonts that the website has to offer. Nickainley Script by Seniors StudioBlack Friday Deals: see all the best right now! Writing our font on the daily publications this week is a monoline writing font Nickainley Script. Created by the Seniors Studio team,
Nickainley is described as a handwriting font touch of classic and vintage. You can download Nickainley Script for free, both for personal and commercial use, over the Behance.Liked this? Read this! Free scripted fonts, i.e. free kirsty fonts, add a special and varied aesthetic to your designs. They can be
used to imitate official or ornate handwriting, or even a random scrawl. You can add a signature font or even a font that resembles the brush font. Or maybe you're on a mission to create something that attracts attention, abstract or quirky. Whatever your goals, there will be a font for you, but with so much
intact on the web, it can be hard to find what you're looking for. We made legwork and collected a brilliant selection of free script fonts in one post. All of them are free to use in personal projects, and some are even free for commercial use, too. Black Friday deals: see all the best deals right now! If you're
looking for more resources for typography, check out our round versions of the best free fonts, great free handwriting fonts, fun fonts, italology fonts and free brush fonts. Or, if you're looking for something from another era, check out our best old English fonts. Once you get your font, see also our post on
how to add fonts to Photoshop.01. Rampage Monoline ScriptFlowy, bouncing and full of personality (Photo credit: Hartawan)This elegant font is an old-fashioned monoline touch that has a sense of movement and a beautiful flow. Its curves and bounces attract the eye while remaining clear to read. The
script comes regularly and roundedly, and is completely free to use. Elegant yet readable, Barcelona is one of the best free script fonts for invitations (Image credit: Crella Marketplace/Creatype Studio/Mats-Peter Forss)Looking for free script fonts for invitations or other office? Here's one we'd recommend.
Smooth, elegant and classic, this casual monolin, signature-style font is full of personality, but still clear and easy to read. Barcelony Signature is free for personal use, or $11 for commercial use. 03. CervanttisCervanttis is a collection of free scripted fonts with a handwritten feel (Image: Crella
Marketplace/Creatype Studio/Mats-Peter Fors)On the hunt for a handwritten font with a signature? Cervanttis Signature Script is a great collection of free scripted fonts with a convincing natural flow and style. Another great freebie from the creators of Barcelony (above), this free script font is free for
personal use, and $11 for commercial use. 04. ArkipelagoThere is a wet gingerbread feel for Arkipelago (Photo credit: Pixel Excess)Who does not like free font brush script? Created by Nasir Uddin, Arkipelago combines a wet ink sensation with to give the impression of clear but realistically imperfect
handwriting. Arkipelago contains additional alternative letters and is free for both personal and commercial use.05 use.05. Harness the spirit of Childish Gambino (Photo credit: Alex Joganic)Inspired by This Is America, a hit song by Detish Gambino from 2018, America boasts great dramatic capitals and a
natural flowing stroke. This bold textured script has a full set of characters for the top and bottom case, plus several alternate characters. It is free for both personal and desktop commercial purposes.06 Bribera with a beautiful 3D feel, Bribera is one of the best free script fonts around (Image credit: Pixel
Excess)There is a wonderful 3D feel to this rough bold font for handwritten letters. Designed by Sard Ezra, The Bribe features stylistic deputies and turns and is great for quotes, T-shirt design and other brand projects. It contains multilingual symbols, supports PUA and is free for personal and commercial
use.07 BimboSome fonts for a free script are too formal, but Bimbo interrupts mold (Image credit: Pixel Excess)Handwriting fonts often look a little fake and fabricated, but here's one that looks more like real writing. An extension and redesign of Arsenal White Font, Bimbo was created in 2018 by Francesco
Canavanro for Zetafonts. This monoline display font is ideal for minimal lettering and logos, fake handwritten notes and metatextual jokes.08 Ochreochre is located at a more ornate end of the spectrum of free script fonts (Image credit: Pixel Excess)If you are looking for free script fonts with an atmosphere
of elegance and romance, then look at Ochre Script. This hand-painted calligraphic font by Gizem Kiliç allows you to add a wonderful personal feel to the wedding office, maps, letters and similar designs. And it is free for both personal and commercial use.09 FauneFaune is one of the most unusual fonts
for free scripts we've seen (Photo credit: Alice Savoie/Centre National des Arts Plastiques/Groupe Imprimerie Nationale)A family of fonts designed by Alice Savoie, Fayun was a commission of the National Center for the Arts Plastic, in partnership with Groupe Imprimerie Nationale. This intriguing and
unusual script font is designed to reflect the multitude of the animal world. It can be downloaded for both personal and commercial use, as long as you include an author credit.10. Hoodson ScriptHoodson Script is one of our favorite free fonts for logo scripts, packaging and posters With bouncing source
level and bonus Swash set, this free script font packs plenty of punch and personality in every curve. A great choice for logos, packaging and posters, Hoodson Script is the work of Hendra Maulia and can be freely downloaded for personal use, while a commercial license costs $17.11. SerendipityOne of
the best free italic fonts around, Serendipity is more than just a happy accident (Image credit: Of all the free italic fonts we've noticed at the end, Serendipity is one of the most inspired. Created by Hungry JPEG and More than 90 hand-drawn characters, it allows you to add a dash of originality and
individuality to your letters and logo design. This font is free for both personal and commercial use, although you'll need to provide your email address to download it.12 Youth TouchGet in contact with your inner child in this energetic font (Photo credits: Font Space) Overflowing with youthful energy, this
vibrant font handwritten letters was created by Herofonts' Guilhem Greco. Capable of supporting 310 characters, this expressive and universal font is free to download only for personal use.13 Vegetarian Style You don't need to be vegan to enjoy this amazing font (Image credit: Font Space) Looking for
more free script fonts that evoke a young and modern feel? A vegan style created by Billy Argel combines audacity with beauty to create something fresh and original. Supporting 280 characters, this font is free to download for personal use only.14 Sugar and SpicesIs festive yet? (Image credits: Font
Space) It's never too early to navigate your festive design, but Sugar &amp; Spice is here to help you. Characterized by its short ascending and descending, this is one of those free scripted fonts that are ideal for multi-linear type designs. The work of Brittney Murphy Design, this font is free for personal
use only. 15. ShinkThis font script comes with many alternatives to explore (Image credit: DaFont) One of the most delicate and restrained free script fonts that we have seen Shink is still highly readable. It also includes many alternatives that you can use to customize your designs. Created by 7NTypes,
Shink is free for personal use or $15 for a commercial license.16. Hickory Jack Hickory Jack was created by designer Brittney Murphy, who is obsessed with fonts (Image credit: DaFont) Britney Murphy is behind some of the best free italic fonts around, and we just love what's being done back. Hickory
Jack Murphy is free for personal use, but you will need to contact Murphy to obtain a commercial license. 17. CrunchyCrunchy is perfect for retro-style designs (Image credit: DaFont) There aren't many free script fonts that secrete a truly authentic feel, but Crunchy is one of them. Created by typographer
Mans Greback, it has a clear old school feel to it, and will be perfect for any retro or retro style design. Please note that it is free for personal use only.18 Alex Brush This flowing font script was created by type designer Rob Leuschke (Image credit: 1001 fonts) There is a beautiful flow to this italic font,
which was created by typeSEtit designer Rob Leuschke. Alex Brush has short ups and downs, and it's nice and legible. It is free for both personal, and for commercial use. 19. La Sonnambula The elegant opera inspired by La Sonnambula (Photo credit: 1001 font) Designed by Fernando Haro, La
Sonnambula is a handwritten and extended font that has been with calligraphic texts and elegant titles in mind. Its name is an opera by Vincenzo Bellini, performed by Maria Callas in Milan in 1957. Despite its classic roots, it has been a blast so far, even including a symbol of Bitcoin. Free for personal use
only.20. Lily of the Valley is a script font with some wonderful decorative touches (Image: DaFont) Gregory Medina - aka dcoxy - makes a great line in fonts with a free script, and one of our favorites, Lily of the Valley, has been completely refurbished for 2020. Fun and quirky with some charming flourishes,

it features a full set of case-sensitive letters, plus accents and symbols. Free for personal use only.21 FlanellaThis font script is free for both personal and commercial use (Image credit: DaFont) One of the most original free fonts we've found, Flanella provides a pleasantly delicate, noose script that's full of
character and flair. This expressive font is free for both commercial and personal projects.22 WoodlandsLes are free for both personal and commercial use (Image credit: Pixel Excess/Jeremy Vessey) One of the best free italic fonts we've seen in a long time, Woodlands offers an astonishingly modern and
original shot of calligraphic aesthetics. Jeremy Vesey's work is free for both personal and commercial use, although keep in mind that you'll need to provide your email address to do so.23 NoelanAdd charms your designs with one of the strange fonts for a free script in our list (Image credit: ndro) Somewhat
at the more quirkier end of free script fonts, Noelan includes a number of alternates and international characters, for easy mixing and matching. Created by the team in ndro, this clean and modern design is free for personal use. 24. Beautiful BloomCree attractive designs with free italic font Beautiful bloom
(photo credit: Mats-Peter Forss) One of many beautiful free italic fonts from Mats-Peter Forss, Beautiful Bloom is a great opportunity to print and digital projects including stationery, posters, and logo designs. It is available free of charge for personal use only.25 MilkshaThick, a significant milkshake writing
font, was created by typographer Laura Worthington (Image Credit: Bold Faced Goods) One of the more essential free scripted fonts we've seen, Milkshake is round, thick and robust. Created by typographer Laura Worthington, it is free to download from bold Faced Goods, although you'll need to give
them both a physical and email address first.26. Variane ScriptA classic all American script font (Photo credit: Font Space) Looking to give your brand a touch of retro charm? Moch Tommy's first attempt to create free fonts, Variane Script, is a modern attempt to cursive style and reminiscent of the
American sign of the early 20th century. Free for personal and commercial use.27. Thea Thea font script with a note of retro? Try a fafelt... (Photo: Fabien Despinoi) Fabien Despinoi is the creative behind Fabfelt, one of the most industrial script fonts on our list. He choked to craft a grain-free handwritten
font, and the result was a natural type of font with splashes of retro charm.28 DebbyDebby is a warm brush font that works well on greeting cards (Photo credit: Befonts) Released by Artimasa, this lovely hand-painted brush font will add a natural touch to your designs. With its irregular, bouncing
characters, Debby is perfect for wedding invitations, posters, logos and greeting cards. Free for personal and commercial use.29 Black JackThis sophisticated design type was created by Ronna Penner of Typadelic (Photo credit: Font Squirrel) Hitting this sweet spot between complex and friendly, Black
Jack was created by Ronna Penner of Typadelic. Although this font is only available in one style, Black Jack consists of 177 characters, including a full set of uppercase and lowercase letters and numbers. It is free for use in personal and commercial projects.30 Anke Arnold's design has a set of more than
100 kearney pairs embedded (Image credit: 1001 fonts) (Image credit: Anke Arnold)One of the most complex free fonts around, Anke Calligraphic FG Regular was originally designed by Anke Arnold but has been expanded to include international symbols from Fontgrube Media Design. It is free for both
personal and commercial use.31 Aguafina ScriptAguafina Script Regular is economical in the use of letter forms (Image credit: 1001 fonts) This attractive and elegant free script font from Sudtipos offers a set of clean lines that manage to flow without expansion to fill any bit of space. It is economical with
the use of the letters, reducing the uppercase A to a simple move up/down with a stylish light stroke. One of these free cursive fonts that are perfect for bold titles, Aguafina Script is free for both personal and commercial use.32 - No, Tahu, don't be afraid - No, Tahu, don't be afraid is a professional font
script (Image credit: Pixelify/Mats-Peter Forss/Syaf Rizal) Pure, professional and modern font script, Tahul includes a full more and lower case set, plus numbers, punctuation and a set of special characters, making it pleasant and flexible. It is free for both personal and commercial projects, as long as you
credit your creators.33 5th grade Cursive Fancy font, 5th grade Cursive is great for any retro-style designs (Image credit: DaFont) This wonderfully fancy handwritten font has an old-fashioned look and feel to it, making it perfect for all retro- and retro-inspired designs. It also makes the use of OpenType
features look even more natural. Designed by Lee Batchelor, is free for both personal and commercial use.34 Christopher Christopher the appearance of effortless scrawl with this cursive font (Image credit: Cufon Fonts)It's not the most technically finessed of our free script fonts, but we love the ease of
letters and the honesty of designer notes. Made by El Stinger, it allows you to present the appearance of effortless scrawl. Christopher Hand is free for personal use only.35 Grand HotelGrand Hotel was thrown back to the 1930s and has a serious retro charm (Image credit: Font Squirrel) Grand Hotel has
classic weight and finesse that make you think about craft signs and crafts, but its italic small suitcase lends itself to a host of different uses. Designed by Brian J. Bonislavsky and Jim Lyles for Astigmat, this most refined of free scripts is free for both personal and commercial use.36 PuzzledSome italic
fonts can be swampy, but it's nice and distinctive (Photo credit: Dmitriy Chirkov) With gentle curves and haphazard, handwritten aesthetic, Puzzle is one of those free scripted fonts that reach for when you want to make a statement. Created by Dmitry Chirkov, it comes with a wide range of prep marks,
numbers and multilingual support. Free of charge for personal and commercial use. Related articles: articles:
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